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Abstract—With the advent of cloud computing, data owner is
motivated to outsource their data to the cloud platform for great
flexibility and economic savings. However, the development is
hampered by data privacy concerns: Data owner may have
privacy data and the data cannot be outsourced to cloud directly.
Previous solutions mainly use encryption. However, encryption
causes a lot of inconveniences and large overheads for other data
operations, such as search and query. To address the challenge,
we adopt hybrid cloud. In this paper, we present a suit of novel
techniques for efficient privacy-aware data retrieval. The basic
idea is to split data, keeping sensitive data in trusted private
cloud while moving insensitive data to public cloud. However,
privacy-aware data retrieval on hybrid cloud is not supported
by current frameworks. Data owners have to split data manually.
Our system, called Prometheus, adopts the popular MapReduce
framework, and uses data partition strategy independent to
specific applications. Prometheus can automatically separate
sensitive information from public data. We formally prove the
privacy-preserving feature of Prometheus. We also show that
our scheme can defend against the malicious cloud model, in
addition to the semi-honest cloud model. We implement
Prometheus on Hadoop and evaluate its performance using real
data set on a large-scale cloud test-bed. Our extensive
experiments demonstrate the validity and practicality of the
proposed scheme.
Index Terms—data retrieval, hybrid cloud, MapReduce,
privacy-aware, data partition.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing services enable organizations outsource
data with ease and low cost. In recent years, several large IT
companies have provided their own cloud platform, such as
Amazon's EC2 and S3, Google AppEngine, IBM's Blue Cloud,
and Microsoft Azure platform. Cloud offers a number of
advantages: location independent data storage, ubiquitous data
access and on-demand high quality services [2]. On the other
hand, data owners lose direct control of systems that store and
maintain their data, which inevitably causes potential security
concerns. Data owner may have private data, e.g., health
records, credit card records, etc. Such security concerns have
been aggravated by the recent incidents of Gmail data breach
and Amazon outages [3].
A natural solution is to encrypt data before outsourcing
them to cloud [4-6]. However, data processing based on the
encryption (or other cryptographic operations) is not efficient.
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For example, existing techniques, such as homomorphic
encryption [7], secret-sharing [8], are still not up to the
challenge posed by large data retrieval.
Another solution to this problem is data partition technique,
which acts on plaintext dataset. It separates the attribute set
(with semantic info.) into several subsets without semantic
information.
This
technique
eliminates
functional
dependencies among data attributes, and hence it’s a good
approach for protecting data privacy. However, there are two
challenges: 1) data is outsourced to cloud in the form of
plaintext, and cloud may be able to reconstruct the original
data; 2) how to partition the data. Previous studies (e.g., [9,
10]) are associated with specific applications, and need to
construct constraint rule set by application domain experts.
This kind of approaches has limited scopes.
Secure hybrid cloud [1] is a new type of framework for
cloud computing, and it is based on the following facts: data
analysis task (such as intrusion detection, credit analysis of
bank users, and medical data analysis) involves both public
and sensitive data, and we need to separate sensitive data
from public data. The main idea of secure hybrid cloud is to
partition data into two parts, where sensitive part is stored in
the private cloud within the organization, and sanitized data
(without sensitive info.) is handled by public cloud. Secure
hybrid cloud could solve the data privacy problem. However,
current cloud frameworks, such as MapReduce [12], do not
support privacy-aware data operations (such as data search
and retrieval) in hybrid cloud. On the other hand, existing
secure hybrid cloud solutions do not provide a data partition
method, and they require users to manually split data. Hence,
it is crucial to develop efficient privacy-aware data retrieval
techniques for hybrid cloud. The information gain approach
[11] may be used for data separation. However, it does not
provide data privacy because it cannot eliminate quasiidentifier (QID) in data set, where the QID is a set of attributes
that can identify an object.
Our goal is to achieve both system security and good
usability. Our scheme exploits a data fragment technique to
automatically separate core data from a given data set. We use
attribute hypergraph to extract core data, and the rest of the
data is stored in public cloud. Our scheme ensures that data in
public cloud do not include QID. In order to minimize data
load in private cloud, we provide an interactive interface by
which a data owner can further reduce core data in private
cloud. We build a prototype system, named Prometheus,
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minimize the inter-cloud communication, Prometheus
employs a data integration tool to reduce data at user end.
Specifically, when returning search results, besides sending
results from hybrid cloud, private cloud sends mapping table
records related with this search to user end as well. Then the
user end obtains results according to the mapping table. Note
that, in this paper data are organized in a relational table, while
our proposal can be adapted to generic resource scenes.

which is a privacy-aware data retrieval system. Prometheus
includes mapping operation and reducing operation, where
mapping operation divides user data retrieval job into many
sub-tasks and distributes them to different clouds based on the
data fragment; and reducing operation is responsible for
receiving and restructuring results returned from hybrid cloud.
We also show that our scheme can defend against the
malicious cloud model, in addition to the semi-honest cloud
model. Formal security analyses and extensive experiments
show that the proposed scheme is provably secure and highly
practical. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that
formalizes the problem of secure data retrieval on hybrid
cloud and provides a complete system design. Our design is
based on the popular MapReduce, and it achieves the privacypreserving data retrieval functionality.
2) We give formal security proofs to rigorously show the
privacy-preserving guarantee of our scheme and that an
honest-but-curious cloud service provider (CSP) can gain
zero-knowledge. Furthermore, we show that our scheme can
defend against malicious CSP.
3) We provide thorough analysis of privacy guarantee and
efficiency of the proposed scheme. We implement our scheme
on Hadoop and evaluate it in a large-scale cloud testbed, using
real data set. Our extensive experiments further demonstrate
the validity and practicality of our scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system and threat model, and our design goal.
Section III provides the detailed description of our scheme,
followed by security analysis in Section IV. Section V
describes our strategy against malicious CSP. Section VI
presents experiment results. Section VII overviews related
work, and Section VIII concludes this paper.

Figure 1. Data retrieval over hybrid cloud

Threat Model. We consider public CSP as "honest-butcurious", meaning that the CSP will follow the protocol but
may attempt to derive additional (private) information from
data. Specifically, public CSP acts in an “honest” way and
correctly follow the designated protocols and business rules.
However, it is "curious" to deduce and analyze data in its
storage and temporary result sets to learn sensitive information.
On the other hand, private cloud is built by the organization
and assumed to be trustworthy.
Definition 1 (Confidentiality Privacy). Given a relation
schemaܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ, and ܣ ك ܤ. Confidentiality privacy over
S is denoted as ݂ ሺܺሻ ՜ ܸௗ , where ܸௗ is the range of ݀.
Definition 2 Quasi-Identifier (QID). On the relation
schema ܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ , for attribute set ܣǡ  ܤ, where  ܣ ك ܤ.
݂݂ܴ݅ ൌ ܴ , and for  ܤ ؿ ܼ, ܴ ് ܴ , we call  ܤas an
quasi-identifier over ܵ.

II. SYSTEM AND THREAT MODEL
System Model. A high-level architecture for data retrieval
over hybrid cloud is illustrated in Figure 1, which involves
four different entities: data owner, authorized user, private
cloud and public cloud. Here, the data owner may represent
either an individual or an organization, who has a collection of
relation schema ܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ to be stored in the hybrid cloud,
where ܺ denotes the object set ሼݔଵ ǡ ݔଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݔ ሽ ;  ܣis the
attribute set ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܽ ሽ; ݀ is the decision attribute, ݀ ;ܣ א
 ܨis the relation set between ܺ and ܣ, and  ܨൌ ሼ݂ ǣ ܺ ՜ ܸ ሽ,
where ܸ is the value range of ܽ ሺܽ ܣ אሻ. Two tasks need to
be done before using our system. First, to prevent
unauthorized users access data, before data owner uploads
data to private cloud, data access control strategy has to be
applied. We assume that the authorization (access control) to
users has been appropriately done. Second, to move as much
data to public cloud as possible, private cloud only stores
core/sensitive data. An authorized user generates a search job
and submits it to private cloud. Prometheus automatically
maps the job into a suit of ordered tasks according to data
distribution (between private and public clouds). Then these
tasks are orderly distributed into interrelated clouds based on
dependency of the requested data. In [1], public cloud sends
computing result to private cloud and data reduction is
completed in private cloud. We use a different approach. To

TABLE I.

ܺ
ͳݔ
ʹݔ
͵ݔ
ݔͶ
ݔͷ
ݔ
ݔ
ݔͺ

ܽͳ
young
old
young
young
young
young
young
young

RAW DATA FOR FITTING CONTACT LENSES

ܽʹ
myope
myope
myope
hyperope
hyperope
hyperope
hyperope
hyperope

ܽͳ : age
ܽʹ : spectacle-prescript
ܽ͵ : tear-prod-rate
ܽͶ : astigmatism
݀: contact-lenses

ܽ͵
normal
reduce
normal
reduce
reduce
more
reduce
more

ܽͶ
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no

݀
hard
hard
hard
none
none
soft
none
soft

{young, old}
{myope, hyperope}
{reduced, normal, more}
{no, yes}
{soft, hard, none}

The semantics of confidentiality privacy is as follows.
Definition 1 states that some knowledge contained in the data
attributes plays an important role in decision-making
2
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(determiningܸௗ ሻ.
ሻ A QID is sen
nsitive and it involves
i
multip
ple
atttributes, therefo
fore these attrib
butes should no
ot be published
d in
coombination. Th
he following example illusttrates this poiint.
Exxample: Table I is a data set for
f fitting conttact lenses, whiich
haas eliminated siingle attribute identifier.
i
It's easy to seee that both atttribute sets {a1, a3} and {a2, a3}
aree QID, each of which contains enough
h information to
deetermine the taag attribute . In addition, a public CSP can
c
deeduce some deecision inform
mation using sttatistics, e.g., let
miinimum_confid
dence=75%, a public CSP could learn the
t
folllowing knowledge:
tear-prod-ratee := reducedൌ
ൌൌ contact-leens := none,
tear-prod-ratee := normal ൌൌ contact-len
ns := hard,
tear-prod-ratee := more ൌൌ
ൌ contact-len
ns := soft .
Deesign Goals. We want to enable privacy
y-preserving and
a
praactical data retrieval oveer hybrid clloud under the
t
afo
forementioned model. Speciifically, our system
s
has beeen
deesigned to ach
hieve the follow
wing goals: 1) Strong privaacy
guuarantee: To prrevent a CSP frrom learning either
e
private daata
or statistical infformation of the data; 2) High efficienccy:
mooving as much
h workload to public cloud as
a possible, giv
ven
thaat the data priivacy is preserrved; 3) Usabiility: The systeem
shhould be transp
parent to userss. The system should have lo
ow
coommunication and
a computatio
on overheads.

attributte subset contaaining QID neeeds to be parrtitioned into
differennt fragments.
To address this problem, we utilize an auttomatic data
partitioon technique. For completenness, we provvide a fully
formaliized design inn Algorithm 1 and briefly describe the
techniqque below, usinng the same exxample in subssection II-A.
The ideea is to find Q
QIDs that cann identify a unnique record.
First, w
we establish the equivalence class of the atttribute set ܣ
and ݀ oon object set:ܴ
ܴ ൌ ሼሼݔଵ ǡ ݔଷ ሽǡ ሼሼݔଶ ሽǡ ሼݔସ ǡ ݔହ ǡ  ݔሽǡ ሼ ݔǡ  ଼ݔሽሽ,
and ܴௗ ൌ ሼሼݔଵ ǡ ݔଶ ǡ ݔଷ ሽǡ ሼݔସ ǡ ݔହ ǡ  ݔሽǡ ሼ ݔǡ  ଼ݔሽሽ . Thhen we find
the disccernibility mattrix ۲ that can identify varioous attributes
of diffeerent equivalennce classes.
۲ൌ
ሼܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ǡ ܽସ ሽ ሼܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ǡ ܽସ ሽ
߶ ߶
ۍ
ې
߶ ߶
ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ሽ
ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ሽ
( ۑ1)
ێ
߶ ሼܽଷ ሽ ۑ
ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ሽ
ێሼܽଶ ǡ ܽ ଷ ǡ ܽସ ሽ
ሼܽଷ ሽ
ے
߶
ۏሼܽଶ ǡ ܽ ଷ ǡ ܽସ ሽ ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ሽ

III. THE PRIVACY
Y-PRESERVING DATA
D
RETRIEVA
AL FRAMEWOR
RK
First, we giive some dettails about th
he data partitiion
tecchnique. Then
n, we present a two-step prrivacy-preserviing
daata retrieval fram
mework based on MapReducce.
Prreliminaries:
Eq
quivalence Pa
artitioning. On
n relation scheemaܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ,
݀
ሾݔ
ݔ ሿ is an equiv
valence partitio
oning on ܺ, ݂݂݅
݂ǣݔ ǡ ݔ  אሾݔ ሿ ǡ
݂ ሺݔ ሻ ൌ ݂ ൫ݔ ൯ሺܽ ܣ אሻ . We use ܴ to denote the
t
eqquivalence partitioning set over
o
attribute set  ܣ, and the
t
eleement of ܴ satisfy: for ሾݔ
ݔ ሿ ് ൣݔ ൧ , ሾݔ
ݔ ሿ  תൣݔ ൧ ൌ ߶
 ሾ ݔሿ
annd ڂୀଵ   ൌ ܺ.

Figuure 2. Attribute hhypergraph

 ܥൌ ܤଵ ܤ תଶ ൌ ሼܽଷ ሽ
ቐ ܴ ൌ ሺܤଵ ܤ ଶ ሻ െ  ܥൌ ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ሽ
 ܮൌ  ܣെ ሺܤଵ ܤ ଶ ሻ ൌ ሼܽସ ሽ
Algoorithm 1 Findding QID usingg hypergraph
INPU
UT:
HE{{ ¦k ¦k D [ i ][ j ] } // each cell D [ i ][ j ] denotes onee edge

Diiscernibility Matrix.
M
On relation schem
ma ሺǡ ǡ ǡ ሻ ˈ
 ቀሾ୧ ሿ ǡ ൣ୨ ൧ ቁ ൌ

i 1 j i 1

OUT
TPUT:
B
MAIIN
1: c==0; count =0; ee=0; B=NULL;;
2: w
while (HE ് NU
ULL) do
3:
for each HE
Ek do
for ݅ ՚ 0 to ȁȁ do
4:
if (HE
Ek ؿHEi ) then
5:
coount++;
6:
Tempp.add(HEi)
7:
if (c<couunt)
8:
c =couunt; e=k; Edge=
=Temp;
9:
10: HE=HE  Edgge;
11: B=B u HE e;
12: return B;



ܽ ܣ אȁ݂ ሺݔ ሻ ് ݂ ൫ݔ ൯ǡሾݔ ሿௗ  תൣݔ ൧ௗ ൌ 
൝
߶
߶ǡ ሾݔ ሿௗ  תൣݔ ൧ௗ ് 
 ቀሾ୧ ሿ ǡ ൣ୨ ൧ ቁ is


the

attrribute

,

discern
nibility

wheere
set

(2)

of

ሾ୧ ሿ andൣ୨ ൧ .  ൌ ሺ ቀሾ୧ ሿ ǡ ൣ
ൣ ୨ ൧ ቁ ቚሾ୧ ሿ ǡ ൣ୨ ൧   א ሻ is the
t



disscernibility maatrix based on .

Atttribute Hypeergraph. Attrib
bute hypergrap
ph is a tuple (V,
(
HE
E), where V deenotes vertex seet consisting off all the attribu
utes,
HE
E denotes hypeeredge. One hy
yperedge repressents a cell in the
t
disscernibility maatrix.
A. Data Partitio
on
Partitioning data
d
without jeeopardizing prrivacy is our fiirst
tassk. Not every attribute
a
has th
he same importtance for makiing
deecision, that iss, some attribu
utes provide more
m
informatiion
thaan others witth respect to decision maaking. Therefo
ore,
atttributes are no
ot equally conttributing to a decision
d
proceess.
Saafe data partitio
on must satisfy
y the following
g condition: theere
is no confidentiaality privacy in each data frag
gment. That is, an

Acccording to defiinition 2, QID is not unique. We propose
an attribbute hypergrapph digestion meethod to obtainn the QID, as
illustratted in Fig. 2(aa). The rules of the hypergraaph digestion
are givven below: (1) finding a hypeeredge that is ccontained by
3
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problem and the minimum vertex coloring problem is given
below. The entire data set is defined as a schema S(B). A
vertex v in G corresponds to an attributeܽ ܤ א. An edge (vi, vj)
in G corresponds to a conflict between ܽ and ܽ with respect
to ܤ, that is, ܽ and ܽ constitute a QID. A solution to the
minimum vertex coloring problem corresponds to a minimum
partition of B. Specifically, the color assigned to a vertex v in
G corresponds to the class including attribute a represented
by vertex v. Therefore, any algorithm that solves the minimum
vertex coloring problem can be used to solve the Min-Partition
problem. We solve the Min-Partition problem by converting it
into the minimum vertex coloring problem. We utilize
heuristics and approximation algorithms, which efficiently
compute a near optimum solution. We define a set of conflict
rules to model conflicts between attributes inܤ, where each
conflict rule is one cell of ܤ. Algorithm 2 is the attribute
partition algorithm, which ensures no QID exist in any
partition. For completeness, we briefly introduce the technique
below. The idea is to use bitmap to mark attributes that is the
part of the conflict rulesܤ ሺ݅ ൌ ͳǡ ǥ ǡ ȁܤȁሻ, dividing each ܤ
into different partitions. Note that, for any conflict ruleܤ ,
dividing unmarked attributes into the exist partition does not
affect the previous conflict rulesܤ ሺ݆ ൏ ݇ሻ. If the attributes
contained in ܤ are all marked, then generating a new partition
and randomly selecting one attribute in ܤ to join it.

the most hyperedges; (2) deleting all hyperedges containing
the chosen one; (3) repeating step (1) until there is no
hyperedge. For the example in Table I, according to the
hypergraph digestion rules, first, ሺܽଷ ሻ is chosen, deleting
all hyperedges containing attributeܽଷ , and we have Fig. 2(b).
Second, choosing ܧܪሺܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ሻ, and deleting it, and we have
Fig 2(c). Now, we can get  ܤൌ ܽଷ ൈ ሺܽଵ ǡ ܽଶ ሻ(details given in
the proof of Theorem 1, Section IV). That is, ܤଵ ൌ
ሼܽଵ ǡ ܽଷ ሽ,ܤଶ ൌ ሼܽଶ ǡ ܽଷ ሽ. Here, attributes can be divided into
three different classes: core attribute set, relative necessary
attribute set, low information attribute set. The core attribute
set  ܥhas the most capable for decision analysis, which is
selected from the QID set, making the rest of attributes cannot
form the QID, where  ܥൌ ځஸȁȁ ܤ ; the relative necessary
attribute set ܴ ൌ ڂஸȁȁ ܤ െ  ; ܥwhile the low information
attribute set  ܮൌ  ܣെ ڂஸȁȁ ܤ . Formula (2) expresses the
result of data partition.
Algorithm 2 Attribute partition
INPUT:
ܤሼܤଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܤ ሽ
ܵሼܽଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܽ ሽ
OUTPUT:
ܲ
MAIN
1: for ݅ ՚1 to r
2: M[i]=0; /*initial mark */
3: while  ܮܮܷܰ ് ܤdo
4: j++; k=ȁܤȁ; T=False; ܵ ൌ ܵ;
5: for  ݍ՚1 to j do
6:
for ݅ ՚1 to k do
7:
if ܤ ܵ ك then
T=True;
8:
9:
Search correspond M mark of each attribute
belonging to ܤ ;
10:
if ܽ௧ ܤ א and M[t]==1 then
11:
Choose attribute ܽ ܤ א , let M[e]==1;
12:
Move all attribute where the corresponding Mark
is 0 belongingܤ from ܵ to ܲାଵ ;
13:
 ܤൌ  ܤെ ܤ ;
14: if T==False then
15:
break;
16:return ܲ;

B. Attribute Labeling and Privacy Table
Attribute Labeling. To perform a privacy-aware user job
splitting, Prometheus employs an attribute-marking tool. The
tool marks out the location of attributes, which are distributed
into different cloud server according to the count of hiring
cloud servers and attribute partition condition conducted by
Algorithm 2. Specifically, it maintains an attribute location
table: creating one record (tablename, attribute, location) for
each attribute, where the value range of "location"
is{private_cloud, public_cloud}. For simplicity, we use one
public cloud as an example for attribute labeling. If there exist
the core attributes, then tags their location as private_cloud;
otherwise, taging one partition containing maximum attributes
as public_cloud, and the rest are tagged as private_cloud. Note
that, our mechanism can be easily extended to multiple public
clouds, where the same rule should be followed: Given MinPartition set ܲሼܲଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܲ ሽ , for ܽ ǡ ܽ , ܽ ܲ א , ܽ ܲ א , and
ܲ ് ܲ , then ݈݊݅ݐܽܿሺܽ ሻ ് ݈݊݅ݐܽܿሺܽ ሻ.
Privacy Table. To further improve the practicality and
flexibility of our system, Prometheus provides an interface to
data owners, where data owners can keep some non-core data
in the private cloud. It is possible that some data are not core
data but the data owner wants to protect them. Similar to Sedic
[1], Prometheus uses a string scan tool that searches keywords
in non-core data. If the keywords are found, then privacy
tables are used to store them, where each piece of sensitive
information is a tuple (tablename, attribute, recordID, value).

Discussions. We discuss two cases, focusing on the QID setܤ:
1) the core attribute set exists; 2) the core attribute set doesn’t
exist, that is,  ܥൌ ځஸȁȁ ܤ ൌ ߶ . For case 1), ܤ  ܤ א,
ܽ ܤ א and ܽ ܥ א. According to Definition 2,
the set ܤ െ ሼܽ ሽ cannot form the QID. For case 2), we need
to split  ܤinto n classes such that each class contains no QID
and the number of classes is minimized (Min-Partition). The
Min-Partition problem can be converted to the minimum
vertex coloring problem [13], which is formulated as follows:
Given a graph G(V,E), determine a minimum coloring of G,
that is, assign to each vertex in V a color such that adjacent
vertices have different colors, and the number of colors is
minimized. The correspondence between the Min-Partition

C. Data Balance
In the above data partition mechanism, the mapping
relationship among data partitions is removed. However, this
still cannot prevent a public CSP from inferring statistic
correlations of attributes among partitions. To address this
kind of attack, we propose a ሺߚǡ ݇ሻ-group balance strategy.
4
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Definition 3 Data Distribution Function. ܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ is a
relation schema,  ܣ ك ܤand ݔ ǡ ݂ೖ ሺݔ ሻ ൌ ݂ೖ ൫ݔ ൯ሺܽ ܤ אሻ,
ܴ ൌ ሼሾݔ ሿ ȁݔ ܺ אሽ , ܴௗ ൌ ሼሾݔ ሿௗ ȁݔ ܺ אሽ . Denote
ܴௗ ൌ ሼ݀ଵ ǡ ݀ଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݀ȁோȁ ሽ as the equivalence class of attribute ݀
ௗ

in ܺ . For ሾݔ ሿ ܴ ك ,  ܦቀሾ௫ ೖሿ ቁ ൌ
 ಳ

ȁௗೖ תሾ௫ ሿಳ ȁ
ሾ௫ ሿಳ

"attr_loca_tag". This attribute sets the location of the data
containing searched attribute. If the "attr_loca_tag =private
cloud", then the task containing it is always scheduled to be
executed in private cloud. Therefore the tag plays an important
role in data privacy-preserving. Consider a general search
statement: Ā Select A.attr1, A.attr2,..., A.attrn, B.attr1 from
Table1 as A, Table2 as B where A.attrn+1=B.attr2 and
A.attr1=value1
and
...
and
A.attrn=valuen
and
B.attr1=valuen+1;ā, here we assume A.attr1 is the core data
and the part value of B.attr1 is labeled as sensitive data in the
private table; A.attr2 to A.attrk are distributed into public
cloud1 while other data are distributed into public cloud2.
JobTracker breaks this search job into (n+4) search tasks
where each search task can be decomposed into one tuple
(tablename, attrname, value, attr_loca_tag) and two match
tasks: 1) comparing values between A.attrn+1 and B.attr2; 2)
merging the values of B.attr1. There are three rules: 1) match
task can be performed just after the corresponding search tasks
are done; 2) any operation involving private data must be
conducted in private cloud; 3) search results from multiple
public clouds are combined together to reduce overhead.
Task Reducer. The task reducer provides data integration for
hybrid cloud. First, we discuss two simple but inappropriate
approaches. 1) Public cloud completes data integration: In this
case, private cloud sends reducer results from task executions
on privacy data. This may cause leaking of privacy data and
therefore it is inappropriate. 2) Private cloud completes data
integration: Public clouds need to send results to private cloud,
which cause large inter-cloud communication overhead. And
private cloud could become bottleneck.
To address the above problems, Prometheus places the
reducer at user end. To reduce communication overhead
between hybrid cloud and user end, public cloud can merge
multiple tasks before sending them to user end. Besides
returning search results, private cloud also sends mapping
table records to user end. Then the reducer can construct the
final search results at user end.

ሺ݇  ȁܴௗ ȁሻ , the
ߤ ሺݔ ሻ ൌ

Probability Distribution Function is defined as
ሺܦሺ݀ଵ Ȁሾݔ ሿ ሻǡ ǥ ǡ ܦሺ݀ȁோȁ Ȁሾݔ ሿ ሻሻ.

ߤ ሺݔ ሻ lists data distribution of each attribute. To prevent a
public CSP from obtaining statistical information, the first
stage is to balance value distribution across class attributes.
Definition 4 ሺߚǡ ݇ሻ-Group Balance. Given a fragment instance
P and a set of group identifiers ܦܫܩ . ȁܦܫܩ ȁ denotes the count
of the dataset. A k-group over ܵ satisfies the minimal
anonymity requirement: ܿݐ݊ݑሺݒሺ݀ሻሻ  ݇, where ݒሺ݀ሻ is the
range of attribute ݀ and ݇ is the anonymity threshold. ߚ is a
distribution probability, which is the minimum of ߤ ൫ݔ ൯.
A k-group function for a fragment record is a group
identifier that each group has at least k records mapping to. A
k-group is minimal when the size of the groups is minimized.
Grouping is based on the range of class attribute ܽௗ , that is,
ȁܦܫܩ ȁ ൌ ȁݒሺ݀ሻȁ. ߚ is the distribution balance threshold of the
values of an attribute, which determines how to distribute the
values of an attribute in all groups. Algorithm 3 describes the
ሺߚǡ ݇ሻ-group balance strategy.
Algorithm 3 ሺߚǡ ݇ሻ-group balance strategy
INPUT:
ܴ (i=1,...,|A|), ܴௗ ,ߚ , ݇;
OUTPUT:
ܺ௪
MAIN
1: for each ܽ  ܣ אdo
2:
j = 1;
3:
while (j d |ܴௗ |) do
4:
m = 1;
5:
while (m d |ܴ |) do
6:
if (D(݀ /(ܴ [m]))< D )
7:
Insert (ܴ [m])՜  ݀ ;
8:
while (|݀ |<k) do
9:
Insert (Min (ܴ [1],...,ܴ [m]))՜ ݀ ;
10:return ܺ௪ ;

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this Section, we prove the security guarantee stated in
subsection II-B. Similar to the Min-CF scheme [93], our data
partition mechanism also needs to satisfy non-QID. That is,
the security guarantee should ensure that there is no QID in
each data partition.
Theorem 1. Our data fragment design satisfies the
requirement of data privacy protection.
Proof: The proof consists of three steps. First, we prove
that the QID definitely exists. For ܣ א ܽǡ ݂ܴ݅ିሼሽ ് ܴ , set
 ܣis a QID. If  א ܽǡ ܴିሼሽ ൌ ܴ , then let  ܤൌ  ܣെ ሼܽሽ, by
a finite number of iterations, we can get ܤ א ܾǡ ܴିሼሽ ് ܴ ,
then  ܤis a QID. Second, we prove that the set B is a QID.
According to Algorithm 1,  ܤൌ ሼܽ ȁ ܦቀሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ቁ

D. Map and Reduce
Mapping Task Scheduling. After outsourcing data to hybrid
cloud, authorized user can submit search jobs to Prometheus.
As data partition is transparent to user, user can use normal
data retrieval statements. When Prometheus receives user's
retrieval job, it first calls JobTracker that breaks the job into
tasks. Each task is a TaskInProgress object. Then it creates a
task execution scheduling that assembles TaskProgress objects
into one JobInProgress queue according to the relationship of
the tasks. The current Hadoop does not offer privacypreserving data search on hybrid cloud. Our system provides
such capability. The details are given below. Prometheus
modifies InputSplit and adds an instance attribute, called

 א۲ǡ ܽ  ܦ אቀሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ቁሽ that is,  ܦ ת ܤቀሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ቁ ്
߶ , where  ܦቀሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ቁ denotes all attributes that are

different between ሾ ݅ݔሿ ܣand ൣ ݆ݔ൧ . As the attribute selection in
ܣ
hypergraph, each round we select the hyperedge that is
contained by most hyperedges. Then,  ܤis the minimal
5
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integrity of outsourced data, the private cloud should compute
the hash value of every minimal data query unit (MDQU)
before outsourcing the data to public cloud (similar to the
approaches in [14], [15]). Besides storing the logical view of
the original dataset and the mapping relationship between
metadata and the fragment structure, the private cloud should
also store the new index entries and the hash values of each
record in every fragment.
Definition 5 (MDQU). MDQU is a description for the query
granularity. Consider ܵሺܺǡ ܣǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ and ܵԢሺܺǡ ܤǡ ܨǡ ݀ሻ ,
where  ܤൌ ሼܾଵ ǡ ǥ ǡ ܾ ሽ and  ܣ ك ܤ. That is to say, ܵԢ is a
subset of ܵ . For ݔ  ܺ א, ܸೕ ሺݔ ሻ denotes ݔ ’s value on
attributeܾ . ൛ܸభ ሺݔ ሻǡ ǥ ǡ ܸ ሺݔ ሻൟis the MDQU for ݔ inܵԢ.

attribute set that forms a QID. Third, we prove that no data
partition contains a QID. There are two cases that should be
discussed: with and without core attribute set. For the case
with core attribute set, first, according to Algorithm 1 we have:
“݂݅ȁܤȁ  ʹǡ ځஸȁೖȁ ܤ ് ߶”.
Second, we prove "if a is the core attribute, thenݔ ǡ ݔ א
ܺ ,ܦሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻ ൌ ሼܽሽ". This is proved by contradiction.
Suppose that ݔ ǡ ݔ ܦ  ܺ אሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻ ൌ ሼܽሽ  That is,
forܽ ܦ אሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻ, and ȁܦሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻȁ  ʹ, there is a
set  ܤൌ ሼܦሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻ െ ሼܽሽȁሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ൌ ߶ሽ . Hence
for ሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ൌ ߶ , there is a set ܦ ת ܤሺሾݔ ሿ ǡ ൣݔ ൧ ሻ ് ߶ ,
thenܴ ൌ ܴ . Therefore,  ܤ ك ܥthat makes C the minimal
attribute set. However,ܽ ܥ ב, it forms the contradiction with
the hypothesis that ܽ is the core attribute. Third, we prove this
“ifܽ is the core attribute, thenܴିሼሽ ് ܴ ”. According to
step (2), ݔ ǡ ݔ  ܺ אthat make ݂ ሺݔ ሻ ് ݂ ൫ݔ ൯ and݂ ሺݔ ሻ ൌ
݂ ൫ݔ ൯. Then, ൛ݔ ǡ ݔ ൟ ܴ אିሼሽ , ሼݔ ǡ ݔ ሽ ܴ ב , since ܴିሼሽ ്
ܴ . Also, ܴ ൌ ܴ ǡ ܣ ك ܤ, since ܴିሼሽ ് ܴ . We have the
following result:  ܤെ ሼܽሽ is not a QID. Because B is the
minimal attribute set andܽ ܤ א, attributeܽ can’t form a QID;
For the second case, we proved it in subsection Ǧ$
ƶ
Next, we show that our scheme does not let a public CSP
gain any knowledge of private data.
Theorem 2. Our data fragment design provides ZeroKnowledge to a public CSP.
Proof: Data fragmentations are based on plaintext database,
which divide the association relationship among data attributes.
The real dataset is contained in the Cartesian product formed
by the data fragmentations. A data fragment design is ZeroKnowledge, iff ܳ ൏ ߝ , where ܳ denotes the probability of
reconstructing the original dataset, and ߝ is a very small
number. According to Algorithm 3, we use ሺߚǡ ݇ሻ -group
balance strategy in fragment design, where the range ofߚ’s
value is [0, ͳΤȁܴௗ ȁ ], with ߚ ՜ ͳΤȁܴௗ ȁ , the attribute value
distributes more uniform cross ݀ ’s range. Similar to ݇ anonymity, for each value within݀’s range, the corresponding
attribute has ݇ equal values. Based on Theorem 1, the number
of data partitions is related with the specific data set but it is at
least 2. Thus, the probability that a public CSP can reconstruct
the exact data set from query results is ͳΤ݇  ሺ݊  ʹሻ.

Note that, according to our definition, MDQU is the
minimal verifiable search execution unit in terms of cloud data.
However, users don't know the result of data partition, and in
order to support flexible operations, MDQU should be
transparent to authorized users.
To verify the integrity of the outsourced data, we use a
data structure called Taxonomy Index Tree (TIT).
Definition 6 (TIT). TIT is a tree structure. The root node
represents the metadata of the dataset. Each internal node
represents a specialization of its parent node on a set of
attributes, which is a subset of the records contained by its
parent nodes. Each leaf node represents a set of records that
meet the constraints in the path from the root to the leaf. If the
same value of an attribute is divided into different subtrees, to
satisfy the range query, a link is maintained.
With the TIT, we can verify the integrity of query results
from public cloud. The root node of the TIT represents the
generalized record and all data records. The first layer is the
result set of classifying the root node based on low
information attributes. The next iteration classifies data
records sourced from previous iteration by ordered using
relative necessary attributes and core attributes in order.
Therefore, TIT can be as a classification from coarse to fine.
The leaf node consists of outsourced data's IDs, which satisfy
the path constraints from root to leaf. So before public clouds
return the search results, the private cloud could exactly check
the number of records, and even the recordIDs.
As illustrated in Fig 3, TIT has a root node representing
the generalized record <a1, a2, a3, a4, count (8)>. The last
field is the number of outsourced records by this node. {a4} is
the low information attribute set, {a1, a2} is the relative
necessary attribute set, and {a3} is the core attribute set. First,
the root node is divided into two parts by a4՜{no, yes}.
Second, two subtree are formed where the first layer are roots.
Third, according to {a1,a2} ՜ {{old, myope},{young,
hypermetrope}, {young, myope}}, several new subtrees are
formed at the second layer. Similarly, the third layer are
formed based on the value of a3՜{more, reduced, normal}.
At the second layer, the records (whose attribute a1:= young
and a2:= myope) are divided into different subtrees. Thus,
these nodes are linked by Linka1 and Linka2, respectively.

V. DEFENSE AGAINST MALICIOUS CSP
In this Section, we discuss a threat model that is stronger
than the semi-honest model. We assume the CSP is malicious
or un-trusted, that is, beyond "curious". The CSP could tamper
data stored in public cloud; the CSP could only search a subset
of the data. These could happen due to various reasons, e.g.,
the CSP wants to save its computation, software bugs,
hardware failures, or even outsider attacks.
The Idea. Data are uploaded to cloud in plaintext format, and
the CSP has full control of the cloud. Hence, there is no way
to stop the CSP from modifying the data. To verify the
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Figure 3. Taxonomy index tree architecture

In the Verification phase:
1) Hybrid cloud sends search results to the authorized
user. In addition, private cloud sends the recordIDs (obtained
from the TIT), hash values of data partitions in the
corresponding recordIDs, and the mapping table records
involved to the user.
2) The authorized user checks the number of results, and
then verify the hash values of some randomly selected data
(no more than a certain threshhold ߪ). If the results pass the
verification, user will rebuild the records according to the
mapping table. Otherwise, it means that the CSP has cheating
behaviours. Then the user sends a four-tuple (user, research
request, {false recordIDs}, error_no) to the private cloud,
where the value range of error_no is {1, 2, 3}: “1” - data
tampering; “2” - lazy operation (only returns partial data); “3”
- both.
3) Private cloud has penalty for malicious public cloud.
According to the Nash equilibrium strategy [16] of Game
Theorey, if the penalty is more than the payoff of defection,
no public cloud has incentive to cheat. Table II is the payoff
matrix of the game for hybrid cloud. Here, to simplify the
model, hybrid cloud is divided into two different classes: the
malicious CSP (ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ ) is class 1, while other CSP is
class 2. In each round, suppose the total utility is  ݓ, and
തതതതതതതതതതതതത is rational. In the issue of (Trust, Cheat), if
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ is cheating but not detected (due to the random
selection of checking), this negatively affects authorized users’
credibility on all public clouds in the next round, therefore,
തതതതതതതതതതതതത
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ gains utility 0. There does not exist the action pair
(Punish, Cooperate), where Punish could be move data away
from ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ . For the action pair (Trust, Cooperate), let 
be the portion that ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ gains utility  ݓand ͳ െ  be the
portion for തതതതതതതതതതതതത
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ . For the action pair (Punish, Defect),
we move all the utility from ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ to തതതതതതതതതതതതത
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ , thus,
തതതതതതതതതതതതത
ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ gets utility  ݓ, and ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ gains zero utility.
Based on the above discussion, we have Formula (3), where ݑ
denotes the utility of ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ , ߣ ൌ ͳ െ ߪ ( ߣ is the
probability that we check ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ in each round), and ܯ
denotes the penalty that we give to ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ . When  ܯis
larger than ݑ, there is no incentive for a public CSP to cheat.

 ݑൌ ߣ ݓ ߣଶ  ݓ  ڮ ߣ  ݓ  ڮൌ
TABLE II.

ఒ௪ሺଵିఒ ሻ
ଵିఒ

ܯ

(3)

PAYOFF MATRIX OF DATA AUDIT GAME

̴

Cooperate

Cheat

Trust

((1-p)w, pw)

(0,w)

Punish

Do not exist

(w,0)

ܲܲܵܥ̴ܾݑ

VI.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct a thorough experimental evaluation of the
proposed techniques on real data set: Intrusion Detection
Evaluation (IDE) [18]. We built a hybrid cloud in our lab. The
public cloud includes three nodes: each with cores of Xeon
E5506, 2.13GHz CPUs, 16G dual-channel 1333GHz memory,
2T 7200 RPM disk and also Ubuntu 12.04 LTS OS with Xen
4.0.3. The private cloud contains the same two nodes. The
authorized user side runs in PC with two 2.1GHz Intel Core2
Duo T6570 CPU, 4GB RAM, 7200RPM disk drive and Linux
CentOS 4.8 operating system. Note that in our experiment, we
do not include the data transmission time in the cloud testbed,
which is an inherent overhead of using the cloud platform. The
core components of Prometheus are data partition, tasks
scheduling, and results reconstruction subsystems. We choose
different record collections from the IDE data set, where the
number of a collection ranges from 10,000 to 100,000, we
conduct experiments over each collection multiple times, and
report the average in the paper.
A. Evaluation of Preprocessing
1) Cost For Data Partition: We first evaluate the
performance of the data partition technique, which was
discussed in subsection III-A. Fig. 4(a) shows data partition
time for collections IDE data set ranging from 10,000 to
100,000. For completeness, we also conduct additional
experiments where we generate the relation schema following
the TPC-H [17] benchmark specifications. The relation
schema considered in the experiments consists of 10,000
records with 1,000 attributes. Our experiments consider
configurations with various numbers of attributes, from 100 to
1,000. Fig. 4(b) shows the time cost of attribute partition, with
attribute counts varying from 100 to 1,000, in steps of 100.
7
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Exxperimental ressults show thatt the time is a linear
l
function of
thee attributes. Th
hough the data partition time of both tests iss in
thee order of seco
onds, we want to point out th
hat the entire data
paartition operatiion is just a one-time co
ost and can be
coonducted off-lin
ne. Both the experiments
e
sh
how that our data
paartition techniqu
ue is quite efficcient.

This ooperation requuires few proccessing capabilities. It is
determi
mined by the nuumber of returnned results. Figg. 6(b) is the
time too reconstruct tthe results, with record couunts varying
betweeen 1,000 to 10,0000.

((a) Cloud side sear
arch cost.

F
Figure 6. Evaluattion for search cosst and data reconstrruction.

(a) Attribute parrtition time with
(b) Attributte partition time with
42 attributes in IDE.
10,00
00 records.
Figu
ure 4. Evaluation
n for attribute partiition.

C. Evaaluation of Verrification Cost
1) C
Cost For Hassh Operation: To verify the integrity of
search results returneed by public clooud, Prometheuus stores the
hash vaalue of each rrecord before ooutsourcing daata to public
cloud. F
Fig. 7(a) show
ws the time of computing hassh values for
all the test records. Experiment rresults confirm
m the linear
dependdency on the nuumber of test reecords.
2) Cost For Buiilding TIT Inddex: Before oour test, we
conducct interval ddividing prepprocessing opperation for
numeriical attribute data. Fig. 7(bb) shows the TIT index
construuction time for the IDE data sset. Unlike the pseudo-data
generattion, the TIT index storage size does nnot increase
linearlyy with the recoord number. W
We conduct tw
wo groups of
experim
ments on our cconstructed daata set. The daata set is the
same aas that used inn testing data partition. Thee first set of
experim
ments measure the influence of the number of attributes
on the eefficiency of buuilding TIT inddex. As shownn in Fig. 7(c),
the tim
me cost does nnot linearly inccrease with thee number of
attributte, which is connsistent with thhe discussion iin subsection
III-A: only core attrributes and relative necessarry attributes
may afffect the data ddecision. The second set of experiments
(Fig. 77(d)) show thaat the index sttorage cost is not a linear
functioon of the numbeer of attributes..

2) Cost For Data Balancee: In our expeeriment, the data
baalance operatio
on is conducted
d on the privaate cloud. To test
t
thee data balan
nce capability, we conducct two sets of
exxperiments. Thee first set of ex
xperiments usess the IDE data set,
annd the results are shown in Fiig. 5(a), wheree the data balan
nce
tim
me for differen
nt number of records is plo
otted. To furth
her
meeasure the pseudo-data con
nstruction perfformance of our
o
schheme, we run the second set of experimentts, and the resu
ults
aree plotted in Fiig. 5(b), which
h shows the liinear relationsh
hip
beetween the number of generated pseudo-data
p
and
a
coonstruction timee.

(a) Data balancee time.

(bb) User side reconsstruction cost.

(b) Pseudo datta construction tim
me.

F
Figure 5. Evaluattion for data balance cost and pseudo
o data construction
n.

B. Evaluation off Data Retrieva
al
1) Cost For Data Retrieva
al: The data reetrieval operatiion
is conducted on the hybrid cloud testbed, where
w
the privaate
clooud first generrates tasks for a user's retriev
val job, accordiing
to the data paartition condition; then th
he public clo
oud
im
mplements the corresponding
c
tasks. Fig. 6(aa) shows the co
ost
off generating taasks, executing
g tasks, and daata retrieval. For
F
coomparison, we include the haadoop-based daata retrieval tim
me
as a baseline. Fig. 6(a) con
nfirms the near-constant tim
me
property of the proposed sch
heme. As the baseline schem
me
dooes not need taask schedule fo
or user's retriev
val job, it alwaays
peerforms faster than our sch
heme. Howev
ver, our schem
me
provides secure search withou
ut privacy breaaches. The searrch
tim
me of our schem
me is only a litttle bit longer than
t
the baselin
ne,
so it is still quite efficient.
2) Cost Fo
or Reconstruction: The search returrns
paartitioned resullt set, which has
h to be reco
onstructed by the
t
usser according to
o mapping tablle returned by the private clo
oud.

(a) Geenerating hash vallue cost.

(b) TIT indexx storage size.

(c) IIndex constructionn cost.

(d) Index storage size.

Figure 7.. Evaluation of vverification cost.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the important problem of privacypreserving and efficient data retrieval over hybrid cloud. We
want to efficiently search outsourced data without
jeopardizing data privacy. In our design, first we exploited an
automatic secure data partition technique that keeps core data
within the private cloud, while moving non-sensitive data to
public cloud. Second, we leverage the feature of MapReduce
to support privacy-aware job-tracker with low inter-cloud
communication overhead. We formally proved the privacypreserving feature and the correctness of the proposed scheme.
In addition, we demonstrated that our scheme can defend the
malicious cloud model. We conducted real experiments in our
hybrid cloud testbed, and our results showed that the proposed
scheme indeed has low overhead.
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